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R-78S Evaluation Module allows
Battery Calculations
RECOM’s R-78S evaluation board demonstrates the functionality of the
R-78S switching regulator and allows calculating the battery lifetime. The
latest sensor modules can be connected through the fitting breakout boards.
The R-REF02-78S reference design can be used on the spot for your design.
The R-78S evaluation board allows engineers to effortlessly test the functionality of the R-78S switching regulator, which
boosts the voltage of a AA battery or external supply to 3.3V for low power IoT applications. The evaluation board is
equipped with several jumper headers to measure input and output current and voltage, allowing typical battery lifetime calculations in both active and standby mode. Multiple breakout boards facilitate connecting IoT sensor modules
and measuring the live performance directly.

Main features:

Applications:

3.3V from a single AA battery or

Energy harvesting Sensors

from an external source (boost converter))
Efficiency 93%, >80% at 10% load
Input range down to 0.65V
Input and output power measurement capability
Micro USB Type B or 0.100” (2.54mm) pin output
Multiple breakout boards directly connect to
IoT sensor modules
Reference design board R-REF02-78S is a
ready-to-use design

„Hand-in-hand“ IoT
Smart home/smart office

R78S3.3-0.1-EVM evaluation module
The R-78S evaluation module demonstrates the performance of the R-78S in conjunction with a single-cell AA battery and offers the option to use external input voltage
from other low voltage sources such as energy harvesting devices, which are typical
in remote applications. The load can be connected either through output pins or a
micro USB port.

R-78S3.3-0.1-EVM-1/STM-1 breakout board
This breakout board connects the R-78S evaluation board to the STMicroelectronics
STEVAL STLCS01V1 SensorTile module. This technology enables the SensorTile to
draw a stable 3.3V from a AA battery down to voltages as low as 0.65V. Engineers can
therefore implement a high-capacity single-cell AA battery and calculate the application’s operation lifetime beforehand.

R-78S3.3-0.1-EVM-1/SBL-1 breakout board
RECOM’s breakout board SBL-1 for the R-78S Evaluation Board enables engineers to
consider an alternate power source for the SensiBLE v1.0 sensor module whose input
voltage from a coin cell quickly drops below 2V after only a few hours of use. The
R-78S boosts a single-cell AA battery voltage of 1.5V up to a stable 3.3V – and extends
the battery lifetime.

R-REF02-78S reference design
The R-REF02-78S is a ready-to-use design for 3.3V IoT applications. It generates 3.3V
from a single AA battery and can directly be used in any application. The reference
design contains a AA battery holder and an R-78S3.3-0.1 boost converter. An enable
pin puts the R-78S into sleep-mode where it draws only 7uA from the battery.
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